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About Me
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Sophia Peake, MPA (she/her) 

Sophia Peake is a strategic, global thinker, fundraiser, and 
mobilizer with a reputation for building and sustaining 
relationships with various partners and stakeholders. She 
has honed her skills in increasing revenues for large 
organizations and grassroots campaigns in the 
Philadelphia region. She is a passionate advocate for 
equity in the social justice, education, and public policy 
sectors and is committed to raising the visibility of women 
of color to shift perceptions about their leadership 
capabilities in development, fundraising, and 
philanthropy.

Currently, she is the Development & Operations Manager 
with the Youth Sentencing & Reentry Project where she 
assists in tending to the overall health of the organization 
and telling YSRP’s story. 
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Challenges
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It's been two years since America had a racial awakening. Many 
institutions have since taken deep dives into DEI efforts; however, 
Black leadership is stagnant, if not on the decline.

According to a 2021 Chronicle of Philanthropy analysis., only 11 of the chief 
fundraising officers at the nation’s 100 largest nonprofits are people of color These 
include three Black executives, six Hispanic officers, and two Asian Americans
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Challenges
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In Philadelphia, a very diverse 
city where 41% of the 
population is Black, Black 
professionals and Black 
women especially continue to 
be underrepresented in 
Fundraising. 

Black
41%

White
36%

Latino
15%

Asian
7%

Native American
0%

Other
7%

Philadelphia Racial Demographics
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Challenges
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Additionally, Black professionals continue to report not feeling like 
they can’t bring their full selves to work
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Challenges
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More needs to be done to 
cultivate Black leadership.
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Learning Objectives

• Emphasize the importance of Black leadership

• Give insightful strategies to cultivate and retain Black talent by shifting the 
narrative on Black leadership capabilities

• Go beyond the lip service of diversity, equity, and inclusion in your organization

• Empower Black and brown professionals to express their authenticity, own 
their voice, and be unapologetically true to themselves– no matter where they 
are in their career journey.
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Black Leadership Matters
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Shifting the Narrative
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Black Leadership Matter: Shifting the 
Narrative 
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“To increase the number of people of color leaders, the nonprofit sector 
needs to address the practices and biases of those governing nonprofit 
organizations. Rather than focus on the perceived deficits of potential leaders 
of color, the sector should concentrate on educating nonprofit decision-
makers on the issues of race equity and implicit bias accompanied by changes 
in action leading to measurable results.”

Race to Lead: Confronting the Nonprofit Racial Leadership Gap by the Building 
Movement Project. Nonprofits, Leadership, and Race survey 

https://racetolead.org/race-to-lead/


View cultural differences as assets rather than deficits

Youtube Link: https://youtu.be/5n75qXxUqMU
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Black Leadership Matter: Shifting the 
Narrative 
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Trabian Shorters, 
Founder & CEO of Bme
Community on Asset 
Framing 



Survey Findings: 
People of color and white respondents have similar 
backgrounds in education, position, salary, and years 
working in the nonprofit sector. 

People of color aspire to be leaders more than white 
respondents. For those who do not aspire to leadership, 
most—across race—are looking to maintain 
work/personal life balance. But people of color who are 
not aspiring leaders are more likely to be looking for jobs 
outside of the nonprofit sector. 
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Important Survey Findings 
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• It’s NOT about Differences in Background or Qualifications

• It’s NOT about a Lack of Aspirations
• It’s NOT about Skills and Preparation

• It’s NOT Personal, It’s a structural Issue

Race to Lead: Confronting the Nonprofit Racial Leadership Gap by the Building 
Movement Project. Nonprofits, Leadership, and Race survey 

https://racetolead.org/race-to-lead/


Most aspiring leaders thought they had the qualities 
needed to be a good leader. When asked about the 
training they received, people of color and whites had 
few differences in the areas of financial skills, goal 
setting, articulating a vision, advocacy and collaboration. 
People of color were more likely to see themselves as 
visionary and able to relate to their target population, 
but less ready to fundraise than whites. 

Respondents across race squarely identify the lack of 
people of color in top leaders
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In the impact sector, having more Black leaders in senior roles leads to increased 
empathy, an understanding of community needs, and where to prioritize funding to 
help historically marginalized and oppressed populations.

With a diverse workforce, you can build trust in your organization and community. Not 
only will you build trust, but you’ll also be able to understand your community better. 
With a better understanding of your community, you can improve your existing 
programming and services and develop new ones that take into account their actual 
needs and preferences.

If Black professionals don’t see themselves as part of a grounding mission and larger 
agenda for equity, justice and transformation, then the Black community will remain 
stagnant with one or two examples of success stories and a slow stream of “Black 
firsts” who crack the ceiling without paving the way for “Black seconds,” “Black thirds” 
and so on. This is not ideal because we cannot see collective progress with so few 
Black people at the table of power and influence. We must be able to develop a sea of 
“Black faces” who make sure that the Black community is included, valued and treated 
fairly.
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Benefits of Diverse Leadership
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• Increased empathy and an understanding of community needs and where to prioritize funding to 
help historically marginalized and oppressed populations

• Community Trust 

• An improved understanding of those you serve

• Studies show that leadership team diversity improves revenue, innovation, and outcomes

• From a moral standpoint-its, the right thing to do.



If Black professionals don’t see themselves as part of the larger agenda for equity, 
justice and transformation, then the Black community will remain stagnant with 
minimal examples of success stories. This is not ideal because we cannot see collective 
progress with so few Black people at the table of power and influence. We must be 
able to develop a sea of “Black faces” who make sure that the Black community is 
included, valued and treated fairly.
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Representation Matter
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“There is something about seeing someone that 
looks like you that makes it more tangible- you can 

see it and touch it ” - Viola Davis
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Cultivating Black Leadership
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A Pragmatic, Disruptive & Transformational 

Lens
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Cultivating Black Leadership
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• Do so from an ethical standpoint
• Make sure your organization is prepared FIRST.
• Offer Training and Workshops on diversity, representation, & implicit bias
• Examine Your Own Biases as a leader
• Re-evaluate your screening and hiring Process
• Check Your Interview Questions and Assessments
• Standardize interviews

•Recruit for Diversity 
•Commit to hiring staff with nontraditional and diverse backgrounds. Invest in training and support for those 
with transferable skills who may not have formal fundraising experience

Pragmatic



Black women face what’s called a “Double Pay Gap”. It’s the intersectionality of a 
gender wage gap AND a racial wage gap.
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Cultivating Black Leadership
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Disruptive

See the in Black people’s contributions and pay us our worth- especially Black women who are 
least paid

• True pay equity requires a multifaceted strategy that addresses both the gendered and 
racialized injustices that Black women encounter every day.

Provide a clear path for succession and a clear vision for what success means at your organization 
and for their role

• What are the professional growth benchmarks for each role in your organization?

• Provide Equal Benefits and Opportunities: One of the most common problems that minorities 
face in the workplace is that they often don’t receive the same benefits or opportunities for 
advancement.

Provide professional development opportunities and accurate mentorship that focuses on 
relationship building over transactions



Managers should be supporting initiatives that build further on the dynamic and 
strengthen healthy Manager-Employee relationships. 
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Cultivating Black Leadership
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Invest in the Manager-Black Employee Relationship

• Building mentorship and sponsorship goals into performance reviews.
• It’s especially important for senior leaders to uphold commitments to mentoring and 

sponsoring Black professionals early in their careers to advocate for them and provide 
guidance to help them grow and develop

Providing a mentorship and opportunities for professional development is crucial

Transformational
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Leading with Authenticity 
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Find your tribe
• Build valuable connections from top down
• Build valuable connection with colleagues based on shared interests and an overall 

curiosity
• Seek formal and informal mentorships and affinity groups for minorities

Find your Voice
• Know that you deserve a seat at the table
• Once you’re there-use your voice to contribute

Be authentically YOU!

• True diversity is showing up as your true self and leading with intentionality
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Contact: sp.peake@gmail.com
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THANK YOU!

mailto:sp.peake@gmail.com?subject=AFP%20Leading%20Philanthropy%20Conference

